Antipsychotic prescribing in light of the consensus statement of the College
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A retrospective survey was undertaken to evaluate the prescribing practices of medical staff in a District General Hospital in light of the Consensus Statement by the Royal College of Psychiatrists on the use of high dose antipsychotics (1993). Two per cent of 247 patients were prescribed a higher than recommended dose of antipsychotic. None of these cases had been prescribed 'supra-BNF doses of antipsychotic on a regular basis, but with the addition of 'as required' (PRN) medication the recommended dose was exceeded. In only one patient was the high dosage administered. A further analysis of these patients is made.

The relationship between dose and therapeutic efficacy of antipsychotics prescribed for patients suffering with schizophrenia remains unclear. It has been the rationale that very high doses may be required in a few patients to block dopamine receptors satisfactorily. Controlled studies comparing standard with high doses in 'treatment resistant' patients have failed to show superior effectiveness of megadose regimes (Bjorndal et al. 1980; Kane, 1987). These findings are supported by positron emission tomography studies which have shown that a level of dopamine D2 occupancy associated with antipsychotic efficacy (>65%) occurs at modest doses, e.g. chlorpromazine 300–400 mg (Farde et al, 1992). Patients who were resistant to normal doses of antipsychotics still had 80–85% of receptors occupied and were indistinguishable from those who responded to such drugs (Wolkin et al. 1989).

For nearly all antipsychotic drugs the BNF recommends a maximum dose, above which the risk of side-effects becomes unacceptable to the risk–benefit ratio. An agreed definition of high dose is “a total daily dose which exceeds the advisory upper limit for general use in the BNF product licence” (Royal College of Psychiatrists, 1993). There have been publications advising against the use of high dose of antipsychotics except as a last resort (Baldessarini et al., 1988; Drug and Therapeutics Bulletin, 1992).

A recent audit on the use of antipsychotic medication in a large psychiatric hospital found that nearly half of the patients on antipsychotics were prescribed doses in chlorpromazine equivalents in excess of BNF guidelines (Warner et al., 1995). However, this hospital included a regional unit for patients suffering with treatment-resistant schizophrenia. The sample may therefore have included a higher than average proportion of patients prescribed high dosages of antipsychotics. More recently Krasucki & McFarlane (1996) reported a rate of high-dose antipsychotic prescription of just 7.3% among a cross-section of all psychiatric in-patients, a rate equivalent to 14.1% of those patients prescribed antipsychotics. This figure rose to 42.4%, however, when what might have been given within the confines of the prescription chart were considered (our calculations from Krasucki’s data).

This study was designed to determine whether patients in a district general hospital are regularly prescribed antipsychotic medication in doses that exceed those recommended by the BNF.

The study

New Cross Hospital is a district general hospital serving a catchment population of 250,000. A retrospective analysis was made of all schizophrenic patients receiving in-patient care during 1993. The age, gender, clinical diagnosis, and details of all prescribed medication during the in-patient period were available for every patient from the case notes and prescription charts. Multiple admissions during this study period were considered together as a single 'in-patient' contact for each individual. The total dose for
each antipsychotic was converted into chlorpromazine equivalents using the BNF conversion table. Those patients prescribed antipsychotics in excess of the maximum BNF dosage recommendations were identified and studied further. In these cases the following were noted: (1) patient ethnicity; (2) the seniority of the prescribing physician; (3) the rationale for the prescription of high-dose antipsychotics (using the case notes) and, (4) whether the prescribed total daily dose was actually dispensed.

Findings
The case notes and medication charts of 247 patients were examined. We found that only five (2%) in-patients had been prescribed antipsychotics in doses exceeding those recommended by the BNF. These five patients were male; four were Afro-Caribbean. In each of these five cases the prescription of regular medication was within dosage guidelines, but with the addition of 'as required' (PRN) drugs the total recommended dose of antipsychotics had been exceeded. In only one case, however, was the high dose actually administered. No documentation was made in any of the case notes to explain the potentially excessive combined dosage, and junior medical staff had made all but one of these prescriptions.

Comment
This study indicates that very few patients were prescribed 'supra-BNF' doses of antipsychotic. Our findings are contrary to those of Warner et al (1995) who demonstrated over-prescribing in nearly half of schizophrenic cases. However, their study was conducted among a sample including treatment-resistant schizophrenic patients which may account for the differences found. The rate of prescription of high dose antipsychotics in Krasucki's study was only 14.1%, but of more concern were the 42.4% of patients who potentially could receive high doses as a combination of regular plus as required (FRN) medication.

All our patients had been prescribed antipsychotics within BNF guidelines for regular dosing, but any addition of FRN medication would have exceeded the recommended limit. Krasucki & McFarlane (1996) raised a valuable point that some patients are likely to have been written up for these potentially large antipsychotic doses inadvertently, as chlorpromazine dose equivalent totals take time to calculate and require conversion data. The decision to administer these excessive quantities if and when needed was effectively passed to nursing staff.

Many of the PRN prescriptions were designated 'for oral or intramuscular use'. As the blood level of a drug administered by parenteral injection may reach up to five times the drug level achieved by oral administration, the combined total dose may have achieved significantly greater blood levels.

The Consensus Statement (Royal College of Psychiatrists, 1993) suggests that the decision to prescribe high-dose antipsychotic medication should be undertaken only by a senior psychiatrist, and the reasons should be stated clearly in the case notes, a practice not adhered to in our sample. It is possible, however, that the prescriptions made by junior staff were authorised by a senior psychiatrist quite legitimately, but documentation within the case notes was not made.

Four of the five patients prescribed high doses were Afro-Caribbean males. These patient numbers are of course very small, and we are unaware of any previous documentation of potential differences in either prescribing practice, or drug response observed between patients of different ethnic origins.

In summary, the proportion of patients prescribed high-dose antipsychotic medication was very small among a population of in-patients with schizophrenia. BNF recommended doses were not exceeded by regular prescription, but clinicians should be alert to the potential cumulative dose implications of concurrent 'as required' medication.
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